
Autobiographical

methodologies

Writing about ourselves, writing the stories of others, for 

taking care of us, for educational trainings and as tool for 

active citinzeship



What
autobiographical
methodologies are

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL METHODOLOGIES

REPRESENT AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL

THAT USES THE ONESELF NARRATION, 

AS WRITING OF OURSELVES OR 

COLLECTING OTHER PEOPLE STORIES, IN 

ORDER TO:

CREATE AND SHARE 
KNOWLEDGE

ACTIVATE EDUCATIONAL 
PROCESS

TAKE CARE OF 
OURSELVES

PROMOTE ACTIVE 
CITIZENSHIP



Stories are a way to get to know 

the world

– The importance of this educational approach is related to many different

factors: stories are the way through which we get to know the world and 

ourselves. We are born into stories of the world and of our family and within

them we develop our own vision of the world, our identity, by accepting the 

stories we hear or by rejecting them and creating some new ones.

– Memory of ourselves is part of this knowledge of the world. This is something

dinamic, which constatly renews. While we learn new things regarding

ourselves and the world and we become more aware, we modify our oneself

image. This means that we constantly modify our past.



Writing of oneself 

and the others in 

order to understand 

oneself, the world 

and trigger a 

change



Autobiographical
methodologies are an 
educational approach that
refers to writing of oneself or 
other people’s stories as an 
act of taking care of oneself
and knowing the world 
which can be done for our
whole life.

Writing of oneself triggers many

mind processes.



«Let’s imagine how we might grow 

as writers if we work in a slow 

writing way rather than rushing 

through our work trying to 

accumulate a pile of pages. Just 

imagine what we might gain from 

being writers who move slowly 

through our work and slowly 

through our lives.»

Vertigo, Louise De Salvo



Writing of 

oneself in 

order to…

take care of oneself, find again oneself story, regain important part of our past

activate a process of personal growth, through the search for "new narratives" of oneself 
and reality, enhancing positive life experiences

tell others, share your story, communicate important experiences and reflections

tell stories people do not know

social action, to propose different visions of reality, affirm rights and fuel changes at local 
and global level

nurture intercultural dialogue, thanks to the effectiveness of stories in allowing mutual 
knowledge between people of different cultures, overcoming cultural barriers, prejudices 
and stereotypes
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StoryAP

Stories for Active Participation Archive

The StoryAp archive is part of the project “StoryDec, Storytelling to 
Develop Civic Competences in Young People, Erasmus Plus Project –

Youth.

The objective of StoryDec is to create paths of civic and social education 
addressed at young people, through autobiographical methodologies and 

digital storytelling. 



Websites

– http://www.storydec.eu/

– http://www.storyap.eu/

Partners  

– CEMEA ITALY – IT (Coordinator) - https://www.cemea.it/

– CEMEA FRANCE- FR - http://www.cemeacentre.org/

– Association Pro Xpert – Romania - https://proxpert.org/

– Stowarzyszenie Trenerow Organizacji Pozarzadowych – Poland -

https://stowarzyszeniestop.pl/

– Storie di Mondi Possibili – Italy - http://www.storydec.eu/partners/storie-

di-mondi-possibili-italy/

– Mobilizing Expertises – Sweden - http://mexpert.se/

– Real Time – UK - http://www.real-time.org.uk/
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